Panchmahal Shikshan Pracharak Mandal, C/o. Law College, Godhra-389001, Dist. Panchmahal, Gujarat
REQUIRED PRINCIPAL

Applications are invited form the eligible candidates for the post of PRINCIPAL at LAW COLLEGE
GODHRA(Grant-in-Aid), the permission for which is received from the Office of Commissioner, Higher
Education, Gandhinagar wide letter no.kvt/Bharti(yaadi-42)/ISC-8/2015/8279-81 dated 09-07-2015 and
letter no.kvt/ISC-8/Bharti/2017/13899 dated 14-09-2017.
Qualification: As per UGC Guideline June, 2010 (along with UGC 1st & 2nd amendment) the candidates
must have passed Post Graduate Degree in LAW with at least 55% or equivalent Grade Point, Ph.D.
degree in relevant discipline and must be an Associate professor/Professor in a college/University or other
Institution of Higher Education with total experience of 15 years of teaching/research/administration.
Moreover, as per Department of Education resolution no.NGC/112011/2370/kh dated 18-04-2016, the
mentioned qualification, minimum score and API will be applicable. According to the norms of the
Government, the Candidate will have to submit the certificate of computer literacy at the time of receiving
appointment order.
Pay Scale: Salary shall be as per the Government and UGC norms.
Candidates have to download the prescribed application form and API form from the college website
www.lawcollegegodhra.com , fill the same and attach self-attested UGC API form, all mark sheets, Ph.D.
and other degree certificates, certificates of research, experience certificates, other certificates duly
attested along with the NOC from the present employer if the candidate is in employment. The application
shall be addressed to ‘The President’ and send on the above address by Registered Post A.D. within 10
days of the publication of this advertisement. The application which is incomplete, made in other than
prescribed format and received after the due date will not be considered. Those candidates who have
already applied in accordance with the advertisements published in Sandesh and Indian Express
newspapers on 04-07-2017 and do not wish to make corrections in it need not apply again.
President, P.S.P. Mandal

